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Well this got awkward, off 
topic, and weird fast, didn’t it?
Welcome back! It’s Issue 3 of Welcome back! It’s Issue 3 of Terror of the StratosfiendTerror of the Stratosfiend—what we’re —what we’re 
calling “The Bat God’s Stupid War.”calling “The Bat God’s Stupid War.”

The backstory is pretty straightforward: enter The backstory is pretty straightforward: enter Sky-Lasher the Sky-Lasher the 
Everlasting, Trident of the SunEverlasting, Trident of the Sun. Noble Weapons Satellite turned . Noble Weapons Satellite turned 
hedonistic Bat Demon God Lord, that kind of thing. So yeah hedonistic Bat Demon God Lord, that kind of thing. So yeah The The 
Trident of the SunTrident of the Sun heard there were good waves, choice pizza, and a  heard there were good waves, choice pizza, and a 
healthy population of Sat-Casters willing to devote themselves to its healthy population of Sat-Casters willing to devote themselves to its 
orbital arrays (or any “knowledge” satellite that was willing to prove orbital arrays (or any “knowledge” satellite that was willing to prove 
itself worthy—and worthy indeed the bat would prove, its flames itself worthy—and worthy indeed the bat would prove, its flames 
purifying all stupid enough to worship it).purifying all stupid enough to worship it).

So where’s that leave what we’re calling Earth? So where’s that leave what we’re calling Earth? Terror-Eater the Terror-Eater the 
Earth-MotherEarth-Mother is in hiding within the Earth itself—supposedly it’s her  is in hiding within the Earth itself—supposedly it’s her 
shell. In her place, a new Orbital Intelligence, shell. In her place, a new Orbital Intelligence, Enamel-Cortex, the Enamel-Cortex, the 
Flesh ArchitectFlesh Architect has emerged. No one is really sure what she wants,  has emerged. No one is really sure what she wants, 
beyond some weird manifesto about carving mankind into their true beyond some weird manifesto about carving mankind into their true 
potential blah blah blah. Macroorganism immune response, you know.potential blah blah blah. Macroorganism immune response, you know.

From across the edge of the planet crawls the Harbinger From across the edge of the planet crawls the Harbinger (Xentarsus to (Xentarsus to 
its children… it will be in the next book… i ran out of pages, and its children… it will be in the next book… i ran out of pages, and 
this one was important to me. Enough that i’m wasting words this one was important to me. Enough that i’m wasting words 
explaining this.)explaining this.)

So uh, the So uh, the IX-777IX-777 finished their sweep of the system, and got called  finished their sweep of the system, and got called 
back to Cosmic Dispatch for the regrouping. Cultists devoted to the back to Cosmic Dispatch for the regrouping. Cultists devoted to the 
wandering wandering SphinxariSphinxari are whispering of yet ANOTHER new Orbital  are whispering of yet ANOTHER new Orbital 
Intelligence, Intelligence, PrismathurgisPrismathurgis who they believe will unite them all. But  who they believe will unite them all. But 
that’s nonsense.that’s nonsense.

Oh! And the part that actually matters. Oh! And the part that actually matters. New Bat CityNew Bat City is now the  is now the 
most interesting city on the planet and it’s surrounded by an ever-most interesting city on the planet and it’s surrounded by an ever-
increasing sea of blood?increasing sea of blood?

This game was about tentacles and sorcery right? GET ON WITH IT.*This game was about tentacles and sorcery right? GET ON WITH IT.*

*welcome back,*welcome back,

we’ve missed you..we’ve missed you.. 

Let’s Let’s GO-GO-GO-G-G-G-OGO-GO-GO-G-G-G-O  check the city out.  check the city out.
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New Bat City, A History // 
FUTURE(1) Copy(2)_final
(Red page, black text, leave this note) 

Welcome to the city of the Bat. A Brutalist nightmare and overall 
fun place to party. The best pizza humanity could muster and best 
of all a strict NO BAD WAVES policy.

Of course, it’s actually kind of awful. Runners leap from rooftop 
to rooftop, escaping pursuit by Xentarsus abduction-engines. 
Red-yellow-green sirens blast in the streets, signaling the coming 
level of orbital bombardment. Choreographed dance parties, blood 
everywhere, and did I mention pizza? 

Of course, now you’re on the run. Let’s find out what happens if you 
fail a roof jump (adjust by Luck modifier). Let’s be honest, falling to 
your doom is more interesting. WAIT—that chasm was 10d10 feet 
deep. Remember that. Also there’s probably a pizza place down 
there. Wonder what happens at the pizza place in the sky.

ROLL 
1D5

WHAT HAPPENED WHEN YOU FAILED YOUR 
LEAPING-A-CHASM CHECK?

1 Spike-Laden Pit: It’s not clear what happened, but now 
you’re falling down this pit as your entire sordid 
life flashes before your eyes. That’s cool and all, 
but you take normal fall damage from the height. Also 
make a DC 18 Reflex save or take 2d6 from the spikes 
that are very likely impaling you now. 

2 Scraping Against Walls: Your leap was almost 
successful, but you slam into the opposite rock face 
or whatever. The wall catches you, but you still 
slide all the way down, taking half fall damage from 
the height.

3 Land, Trip, Break Jaw: You make it to the other side 
but lose your footing at the last moment, tripping, 
falling and breaking your jaw (takes 1d4 weeks to 
heal). Good luck eating. Also take 1d8 damage.

4 Surprise Thermal: Lucky for you, a blast of air 
propels you over the chasm, throwing you 10’ into the 
air. Make a Luck check or take 1d6 damage.

5+ Grace of the Bat: Aren’t you lucky? A cybernetic bat 
swarm (we’ll get to that, don’t worry) rescues you. 
Roll initiative, they’re ready to fight. Sorry.
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Things that Fly and 
Snap
To adapt to the Stratosfiend 
incursion, humanity 
let them in and 
worked with the 
half-Stratosfiend. 
There would be no 
such acceptance with 
the fury of an inbound Orbital 
Intelligence. 

To deal with the Bat, humanity was 
forced to take to the skies. To don wings of 
steel and bone.  

The initial orbital bombardment destroyed the 
factories and supply lines. This equipment is hard to 
come by—they are essentially artifacts. Beware the costs of 
using them: 

� Mini Centipede Engines: Cybernetic constructs formed
in the image of the Harbinger. They bond permanently
with the user, offering AC +1 and Patron Bond +1d with
any Orbital Intelligence while they’re bound. They may be
sacrificed to deal 1d6 laser-biting damage to an assailant.
� IX-777 Wing Boards (MV 30’): Sizes range from human
to Goliath-Death Engine. Initially built for the shock troops to
wage aerial assaults on a certain bat’s sky fortress. Flight
Maneuvers at -1d. Must be charged by a magic user.
� “Bear Trap” Altitude Charges (2d10, 20’ radius, DC 16
Ref): Hurled from the sides of skiffs and aircraft. They snap
down, severing limbs, then explode. They can be inverted
and set to hover—good for trapping doors, pits, windows,
anything.
� Micro-Drop Grenades (1d4, 10’ radius, 2 grenades):
Form a vacuum when thrown. The first opens a drop-gate 6’
in diameter, and the second forms its exit. It’s stable for 1d4
rounds. 1-in-3 chance of summoning a demon at random.
Also roll 1d3 on the Drop table.
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(Red text black page, leave this note) 

What’s in a demon? And do they 
build themselves?
The Stratosfiend aren’t the only terrors that go bump in the 
night. The energy expelled by the drop gates that brought them 
here, attract a whole mess of Generator-Demons—beings 
that feed on our electronic addictions. Resourceful mortals 
have been able to bind them, with some serving as keys to 
gateways beyond. 

Make sure to power down electronics, as they frequently 
teleport in and out of them, overloading at will.

Generator-Demon Traits
 � Electronic Affinity: Neon lines across their bodies glow 

near transmitting data sources, lighting 30’. DC 14 Ref save 
when transmitting data to avert eyes or be blinded for 1d3 
rounds.

 � Power Compass: Always knows the direction to the 
nearest large power source.

 � Drop-Attunement: Drop-gates and drop-magic used 
within 50’ give damage +1d and Fort +1 for 1 turn (stacks).

 � Living Weapon Immunity: Immune to living weapons.
 � Digital Speech: Speaks Common, Demonic, and Outer 

Piracy in bursts and screeches like a dialup modem.
 � Possess Technology: DC 12 Will save to teleport to 

and occupy technology, activating it at will. Free action 
to sublimate back into your body. Act -1d vs Sentient 
equipment. Will save to afflict technology:

 � DC 10 - Flicker, display imagery, talk, etc.
 � DC 12 - Overload & Overheat: Shut down for 1d3 

rounds.
 � DC 14 - Damage: Spray sparks, dealing 1d6 to all 

within 20’.
 � DC 18 - Detonate: Explode, dealing 1d16 to all within 

10’.
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